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The sensitive, specific, and label-free classification of microscopic cells and organisms is one of
the outstanding problems in biology. Today, instruments such as the flow cytometer use a combina-
tion of light scatter measurements at two distinct angles to infer the size and internal complexity of
cells at rates of more than 10 000/s. However, by examining the entire angular light scattering spec-
trum, it is possible to classify cells with higher resolution and specificity. Current approaches to
performing these angular spectrum measurements all have significant throughput limitations, mak-
ing them incompatible with other state-of-the-art flow cytometers. Here, we introduce a method for
performing complete angular scattering spectrum measurements at high throughput combining
techniques from the field of scattering flow-cytometry and radiofrequency communications.
Termed Radiofrequency Encoded Angular-resolved Light Scattering, this technique multiplexes
angular light scattering in the radiofrequency domain, such that a single photodetector captures the
entire scattering spectrum from a particle over approximately 100 discrete incident angles on a sin-
gle shot basis. As a proof-of-principle experiment, we use this technique to perform scattering
measurements over a range of 30 from a tapered optical fiber at a scan rate of 250 kHz. VC 2015
AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4915621]
The angular light scattering spectrum of biological cells
and microscopic particles encodes significant information of
their biochemical structure and morphological properties,
such as size, shape, index of refraction, and internal com-
plexity.1 Scattering measurements, such as those used in
flow cytometers for particle classification, typically only
measure scattering amplitudes at two angles: forward (0)
and side (90) scatter. Although capable of operating at high-
throughput, such systems fail to recover much of the detailed
information contained in the full scattering profile and there-
fore suffer from limited particle differentiation. Instruments
exist which can resolve the full angular scattering profile, via
scanning flow cytometry (SFC), such as the mechanical
scanning or goniometric approach,2 flying light scattering
indicatrix (FLSI) method,3,4 and the liquid-core-waveguide
based method.5 Though these approaches provide more in-
formation than standard techniques, they all suffer from
speed limitations—none approaching the throughputs of
standard flow cytometers—and are typically hindered in
dynamic range due to the large discrepancy in the number of
photons scattered in the forward and steep side scattering
angles.
A recently developed technique, termed Spectrally
Encoded Angular-resolved Light Scattering (SEALS),
addresses this full-spectrum scattering measurement problem
in a high throughput fashion using an ultrafast optical
approach.6 Inspired by a high-throughput bright field imag-
ing technique, Serial Time Encoded Amplified Microscopy
(STEAM),7 SEALS uses a one-to-one scatter angle-to-opti-
cal wavelength mapping to encode the angular scattering
profile onto the spectrum of a broadband ultrafast optical
pulse. Using the dispersive Fourier transform (DFT)8 and a
single high speed photodetector, an entire angular scattering
spectrum can be read on a single shot basis in real time at
MHz repetition rates. Additionally, using a digitally pro-
grammable optical filter, SEALS pre-equalizes the intensity
of the optical spectrum to compensate for the discrepancy in
scattering intensities between forward and side scattered
light, improving the system dynamic range. While SEALS
measures scattering spectra with high dynamic range at MHz
readout rates, this performance comes with the cost of sys-
tem complexity. The reliance on a mode-locked laser and
dispersive optics, in particular, limit the usefulness of
SEALS to only the most bandwidth intensive applications.
Here, we introduce a multi-angle resolved light scatter-
ing measurement technique, which, like SEALS, is inspired
by a high-speed imaging method: Fluorescence Imaging
Using Radio-frequency Tagged Emission (FIRE).9 Similar to
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how SEALS encodes the angular scattering profile into the
spectrum of a broadband optical pulse, this technique,
termed Radio-frequency Encoded Angular-resolved Light
Scattering (REALS), uses a one-to-one radiofrequency-to-
angle mapping of a continuous wave (CW) laser to encode
the scattering profile into the radio-frequency (RF) domain.
Upon detection by a single-pixel photomultiplier tube
(PMT), the scattering profile can be recovered using an elec-
trical spectrum analyzer (ESA) or the signal can be digitized
and analyzed in real-time using digital frequency domain
techniques such as the fast Fourier transform (FFT). REALS
achieves broadband operation through radio-frequency do-
main multiplexing, and with digital pre-equalization of the
RF intensities, REALS can achieve large dynamic range
across the full angular distribution. Additionally, REALS is
implemented using conventional optics and RF acousto-optic
(AO) devices, adding to its simplicity and robustness.
Figure 1 shows the operational principles of REALS.
Radiofrequency-encoded light is incident on a sample from
multiple discrete angles, and a single-element detector
detects the scattered light from a single position. In this fash-
ion, the radiofrequency components of the resulting photode-
tector signal are equivalent to the angular scattering
spectrum of the sample. Equivalently, by illuminating the
sample with light incident at multiple transverse optical
k-vectors (kRF) and detecting the light scattered into a single
direction (kPMT) enable a measurement of the spatial fre-
quencies of the sample (ksample). To generate the
radiofrequency-encoded light incident upon the sample at a
range of discrete angles, a CW laser is first split into two
beams using a Mach-Zehnder interferometer. The beam in
the first arm is diffracted into multiple beams (RF beams)
using a wide bandwidth AO deflector (AOD), driven by a ra-
diofrequency comb produced by direct digital synthesis
(DDS).9 The time-bandwidth product (TBP) of the AOD
dominates the angular resolution of the system. Through the
acousto-optic interaction, diffracted optical beams are shifted
in both output angle and optical frequency by the corre-
sponding comb line frequencies. This frequency comb is
digitally phase-engineered using a Golay complementary
sequence in order to minimize its peak to average power ra-
tio10 to avoid RF saturation in the AOD. The second arm of
the interferometer uses an AO frequency shifter (AOFS) to
produce a local oscillator (LO) beam to heterodyne the scat-
tering signals and produce beat frequencies in a desired por-
tion of the RF spectrum—either near baseband or in a noise
free passband. A non-polarizing beamsplitter combines the
RF and LO beams, and a tube lens and objective lens direct
the RF and LO beams to the sample over a range of angles.
Light scattered by the sample is detected by a photomulti-
plier tube-based detector module consisting of two pinholes,
for angular selectivity, and a high dynamic range PMT (20%
quantum efficiency at 532 nm, 106 gain, and 10 nA dark cur-
rent, Hamamatsu R3896). This two-pinhole configuration,
along with the AOD TBP, determines the angular resolution
of the REALS technique, as the size and spacing of the pin-
holes can be adjusted to alter the angular resolution of the
system, while allowing more or less light into the PMT. The
PMT output signals are lowpass filtered and amplified by a
500-MHz bandwidth low noise amplifier and are analyzed
by either an electrical spectrum analyzer or a digitizing oscil-
loscope and subsequent FFT-based signal processing. Figure
2 shows a schematic of the REALS system.
To quantify the system performance, we first verified
the existence of a one-to-one RF-to-angle mapping and
measured the angular resolution and range. This demonstra-
tion of REALS employed a longitudinal mode TeO2 AOD
driven with a 1MHz spaced RF comb from 305MHz to
395MHz. A LO beam of 200.5MHz was chosen so as to
avoid the drive frequencies and intra-comb beat-frequencies
from interfering with the heterodyne signal at the PMT. With
a beam diameter of 2.2mm at the entrance of the AOD, the
TBP of this configuration was 48. Two 100-lm pinholes
spaced by 6 cm were aligned with the entrance of the detec-
tor on a rotation stage at the eucentric position and the
detected frequency components were monitored as a func-
tion of detector angle. Using a 40, 0.66-NA objective lens
collimated light signals were collected over a range of 30,
generating a linear mapping of 0.34/MHz. The angular
FIG. 1. Operational principle of REALS. Radiofrequency-encoded light,
generated via an acousto-optic interaction, is directed to a scattering sample
at a range of transverse wavevectors KRF using a lens. A photomultiplier
tube detects light scattered from the sample, and an electrical spectrum ana-
lyzer is used to quantify the radiofrequency content of the detected signal.
Given the angle of the PMT (KPMT) and the RF-to angle mapping spectrum
(KRF), the 2D scattering spectrum of the sample (Ksample) is measured in a
single shot without scanning.
FIG. 2. Schematic of the REALS system. A 532-nm CW laser is split into
two arms of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer containing two AO devices.
The acousto-optic deflector creates multiple frequency-shifted beams in the
RF comb arm, which are diffracted at unique angles. These beams are
directed to the sample via a tube and objective lens, illuminating the sample
from a range of angles. The AOFS generates an LO beam which scatters off
of the sample and beats with the scattered RF beams at the detector. The
beat signals are detected by a PMT and recorded by a digitizing
oscilloscope.
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resolution of this configuration was 1.1 (3.48MHz)—26
resolved points. The reduction in resolved points as com-
pared to the TBP of 48 of the AOD can be explained by the
additional divergence of the collimated beams after the
objective lens as well as the finite aperture size of the pin-
holes. In order to maximize the dynamic range of the system,
the angle-to-RF mapping was chosen such that the intrinsic
variation in diffraction efficiency of the AOD equalized the
variation in forward and large-angle scattering amplitudes.
The results of these system performance characterization
measurements are shown in Figure 3.
To demonstrate the ability of REALS to distinguish
scattering from samples of various sizes, we examined the
scattering spectra from a tapered optical fiber at various loca-
tions along the taper. A fiber was chosen as the most appro-
priate sample for this proof-of-principle demonstration due
to its cylindrical symmetry, in lieu of, for example, a static
sample mounted on a glass slide. For interrogating particles
in flow—one potential high-impact application of REALS—
a micro-fluidic flow channel with similar cylindrical symme-
try would be ideal so as to avoid refraction from minimizing
the angular range of the incident RF-shifted beams as well as
from distorting the scattering spectrum. To produce the
tapered fiber sample, a single mode optical fiber (SMF-28)
was heated to its softening point in a hydrogen flame and
pulled at a uniform velocity using two linear translation
stages.11 The fiber taper was attached to a rigid mount and
placed at the focal plane of the objective lens. The PMT de-
tector was placed in line with the LO beam at the forward
scatter angle. Over the range of probed positions, the fiber di-
ameter tapered from approximately 20 lm to 5 lm. Using
the digitizing oscilloscope, scattering spectra were recorded
from each probed position at a rate of 250 kHz, using a fre-
quency comb spacing of 1 MHz. Figure 4 shows the mean
and standard deviation of 200 scatter measurements fitted to
simulated Mie scattering profiles.12
FIG. 3. REALS RF-to-angle mapping, angular resolution, and optical power versus scattering angle. (a) Rotating the angular position of the PMT detector
module about the focus point provides a measurement of the RF-to-angle mapping of REALS. (b) Using this mapping as calibration, the angular resolution of
the system can be determined using a Gaussian fit to the data at a single angle. (c) The non-uniform efficiency of the AOD is exploited here to maximize opti-
cal power at high scattering angles and reduce the power at low scattering angles in order to provide pre-equalization and dynamic range improvement.
FIG. 4. Scattering from a tapered silica
optical fiber in air. These scattering
profiles show the angular scattering
spectrum from different locations on
the taper, each measured at a rate of
250 000 spectra per second. These
plots represent the mean (dark solid
line) and standard deviation (gray
shaded area) of 200 individual spectra.
Each spectrum is taken using 91 dis-
crete radiofrequencies. Mie scattering
profiles were simulated and cylindrical
diameters determined to best fit the
measured scattering data. The diame-
ters found with simulations match
closely those of the tapered fiber sam-
ple, validating the ability of REALS to
discern morphological structure from
the scattering profile at high-speed and
with high-resolution.
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In this implementation of REALS, the single LO beam
is focused through the objective along with the angularly dif-
fracted beams and is captured by the detector at the forward
scattering angle. The final mirror of the LO beam path can
be translated in order to adjust its angular incidence on the
sample to align with the PMT and optimize the modulation
depth of the beat signal. All of the radio-frequency beams
interfere with each other at the PMT, so the RF-comb and
LO frequencies were chosen to keep the desired signal away
from any other interfering signals. While this demonstration
utilized the intrinsic diffraction efficiency variation of the
AOD to compensate for the difference in small- and large-
angle scattering amplitudes to improve dynamic range, the
digitally synthesized nature of REALS enables the use of
more flexible digital pre-equalization as well.
The proof-of-principle scattering measurements shown
in Figure 4 demonstrate the ability to resolve small changes
in diameter from a dielectric scattering object. As the diame-
ter decreases, the width of the lobes in the scattering spectra
increases, as predicted by classical Mie theory. This mea-
surement was taken at a rate of 250 kHz, which is well above
the requisite data acquisition rate for modern flow cytome-
ters (10 000 events per second). Integration of REALS
with a suitable flow channel will enable rapid, label-free
scattering-based classification of cells, which could prove
useful for many applications, including stem cell research,13
clinical diagnostics,14–17 and high-resolution analysis of cel-
lular sub-populations.18,19 The current REALS system has
1.1 (3.48MHz) scattering resolution over the 91-MHz RF
bandwidth (26 resolved scattering angles) and a 30 range.
The performance can be significantly improved by using
higher-resolution AODs20 (with larger apertures and wider
bandwidths), smaller detector pinholes, and higher NA
objective lenses, for applications requiring higher angular re-
solution or to collect scattering spectra over a larger angular
range.
Due to its use of RF multiplexing and a single PMT for
readout, REALS provides fast, sensitive, and high-resolution
measurements of the angular scattering spectra of
microscopic objects. When implemented in a flow-cytometry
system, REALS may ultimately prove to be the method of
choice for high-throughput, label-free, high-resolution parti-
cle classification using optical scattering.
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